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Welcome and Panel 1

9-10.30am Introduction to reparations (Photini Pazartzi)

Gustavo Prieto
University of Turin
The Role of Social Rights in the Calculation of Damages: The Erased Lines of the Draft Articles on Responsibility of States

Jessica Howley
University of Oxford
Rethinking Reparations in International Law in Light of Overlapping Individual and Interstate Claims

Luis F. Viveros-Montoya
University College London
Reparation in International Human Rights Law: A Generalist Approach to Treaty-Based Frameworks

Coffee

Panel 2

11-12.30pm Theories and reparations (Federica Paddeu)

Charalampos Giannakopoulos
Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies
Reparations in International Law: A Theoretical Framework

Edoardo Stoppioni
Max Planck Institute Luxembourg
What Theory of Restitutio in Integrum in a Fragmented International Order? An Attempt of Deconstruction

Mia Swart
Human Sciences Research Council
Finding an Appropriate Theory to Justify the Making of Reparations In The Context of Local and International Reparation Debates

Lunch
Panel 3

2.30–4pm  Monetary Remedies (Fernando Bordin)

**Julia Motte-Baumvol**  
Université Paris Descartes  
*Investors’ Conduct and Reparation in International Law: an Investment Law and Human Rights Law Comparative Analysis*

**Mads Andenas**  
University of Oslo  
*The ICJ, the ICC and a General International Law of Compensation*

**Rachel Murray, Clara Sandoval**  
University of Bristol, University of Essex  
*The Award of Financial Compensation by Human Rights Treaty Bodies: Challenges in Defining and Obtaining Monetary Awards*

**Raju Deepak**  
Sidley Austin LLP  
*Reparations for Wrongful Acts V. Compensation where Wrongfulness is Precluded – What Does it Tell Us About Nature of Reparations and of Wrongfulness?*

Coffee

**Debate with judges and practitioners**

4.30–6pm  Remedies in practice: Debate led by Professor Eyal Benvenisti

Judge Peter Kovacs (ICC)  
Judge Paulo Pinto (ECtHR)  
Dr Conor McCarthy (Monckton Chambers)

Dinner at Jesus College
Saturday, 16th November

Panel 4

9-10.30am  Moral Damages (Veronika Fikfak)

Ceren Zeynep Pirim  
University of Bahcesehir  
Compensation as a Form of Reparation for Moral Damages

Patricia Cruz Trabanino  
Foley Hoag LLP  
Intangible but No Less Real – Moral Damages Suffered by a State in Investor-State Arbitration

Simon Weber  
King’s College London  
The Failure of The Concept of Moral Damages in International Investment Arbitration

Stephan Wittich  
University of Vienna  
Which Remedy for Which Damage?  
A Reappraisal of The International Law of Remedies with Particular Focus on the Notion of Non-Material Damage in International Law

Coffee

Panel 5

11-12.30  Non-Monetary Remedies (Pierre d’Argent)

Berk Demirkol  
University of Galatasaray  
Is There any Room for Non-Pecuniary Remedies in Investment Treaty Arbitration?

Brianne McGonigle Leyh and Julie Fraser  
Netherlands Institute of Human Rights, Utrecht University  
Transformative Reparations: Game Changer or Academic Hype?

Marina Aksenova  
IE University  
Art in the Practice of Reparations at the International Criminal Court and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights

Lunch
Panel 6

2-3.30pm  New Areas: The Environment (Danae Azaria)

Malgosia Fitzmaurice  
Queen Mary University London  
Reparations and Environmental Damage in International Law

Benoit Mayer  
The Chinese University of Hong Kong Faculty of Law  
Rethinking Reparations in the Context of Climate Change

Stavros-Evdokimos Pantazopoulos  
European University Institute  
Reparations for Wartime Environmental Damage

Cymie R. Payne  
Rutgers University  
Theory of Reparations for Environmental Harm

Coffee

Panel 7

4-5.30pm  New Issues in Reparations (Surabhi Ranganathan)

Nathanael Ali  
Erasmus University Rotterdam  
‘Involuntary Sacrifice on Behalf of the State’: A Creative Doctrine of Reparation to Victims of Terrorism?

Raphaëlle Nollez-Goldbach  
École Normale Supérieure  
The ICC approach on reparations: the first reparations orders of the Court

Christoph Sperfeldt  
Australian National University  
Adjudicating Reparations: Practices in International Criminal Justice

Ralph Wilde  
University College London  
Rethinking Reparations for Extraterritorial Human Rights Abuses

Closing and informal dinner